Fill in the blanks with words from the word bank.

1) At the aquarium, we saw a __________ of fish.
2) An ________ of ants lived behind the shed.
3) Mike has a ____________ of geese on his farm.
4) Mowgli was raised by a __________ of wolves.
5) The ___________ of people lined up at the doors.
6) The ___________ of kittens is adorable.
7) You shuffle the __________ of cards first.
8) He has a stamp ________________.
9) The __________ of friends met for dinner.
10) Jim goes camping with his Scouts’ __________.
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Answers

1) At the aquarium, we saw a _school_____ of fish.

2) An _army____ of ants lived behind the shed.

3) Mike has a _gaggle________ of geese on his farm.

4) Mowgli was raised by a _pack____ of wolves.

5) The _group________ of people lined up at the doors.

6) The _litter________ of kittens is adorable.

7) You shuffle the _deck________ of cards first.

8) He has a stamp _collection______.

9) The _party_____ of friends met for dinner.

10) Jim goes camping with his Scouts’ _troop________.